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Abstract 
Supply chain network (SCN) performance is a driver of a manufacturing firms’ competitive ability due to their concentration on core 
competences. Suppliers provide the majority of the product, represented through its product architecture (PA). Literature promises a superior 
SCN performance for a matching between the design of the SCN and the PA without providing any corresponding approaches. This paper 
provides a multi-stage procedure to match the SCN design with the PA using structural information of both perspectives. The information of 
domains and dependencies from the SCN and the PA are documented in an integrated Multiple-Domain-Matrix (MDM) as system model. 
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1. Initial situation for the matching of the SCN and the PA 
Emerging global markets in the midst of the transformation 
of mass markets to niche markets challenges manufacturing 
firms [1, 2]. To prevail in this subsequent fierce competition, 
manufacturing firms rethought their concept of cooperation 
and concentrated on their core competences [3, 4]. This 
cultivation and exploitation of core competences lead to a 
transfer of the value creation in development and production 
to the SCN within the last decades [5]. With the increasing 
number of purchased components and modules, firms are 
more dependent on their suppliers [5]. The competitive 
environment forces manufacturing firms to introduce new 
products in a shorter period of time and suite them for an 
increased heterogenic customer [2, 6]. Offering more variants 
through mass customized products is the respond of many 
firms to these pressures and is operationalized by modular 
products. Those products promise well-defined interfaces 
between the modules that allow independent design and 
manufacturing [7]. This modular PA reduces the complexity 
of collaborating within the SCN, while a matching between 
the ultimate product (represented by the PA) and its SCN 
promises an ideal performance of the latter [8]. Chiu and 
Okudan [9] find a lack of coordination between the product 
and its supply chain (SC) responsible for less successful 
product launches. Furthermore, Ülku and Schmidt [6] show 
that a matching of an integral PA with an integral SCN as well 
as a modular PA with a modular SCN is not observed in 
practice. As a result, the SCN performance depends on the 
individual performance of the selected suppliers [10], their 
arrangement and the structure of the corresponding SCN [11] 
as well as on the matching between the SCN and the PA [8]. 
Decisions that are taken upon the PA and the SCN design are 
in a serial pattern slowing down their processing and leads to 
sub-optimal solutions, as only locally optimal decisions can be 
taken due to a missing comprehensive understanding of their 
interrelations [12, 13]. Literature provides approaches for the 
matching (1.3) without elaborating every facet of this process 
that is depicted on structural information on both the PA and 
the SCN in early phases of product development [11]. 
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1.1. Product Architecture (PA) 
According to Ulrich and Eppinger [14], the PA is the 
assignment of the products’ functional elements in terms of 
their physical appearance. The physical elements are 
organized into building blocks, which are a combination of 
different components that carry a specific function.  
Therefore, the applicability of the physical building blocks as 
well as their relations to the rest of the product have to be 
identified [14]. To define the PA, Ulrich [15] suggests three 
steps. To begin with, the overall function must be partitioned 
into sub-functions which can be visualized in a function 
structure (1). Following, the sub-functions are mapped to the 
physical building blocks. This allocation can be one-to-one, 
many-to-one, or one-to-many (2). Concluding, the interfaces 
between interacting physical components, represented by 
geometric connections among different components as well as 
non-contact-interactions, are specified (3). The application of 
these steps define a PA in industrial case studies [15]. 
1.2. Supply chain network (SCN) 
SCNs describe fundamentals for the definition, structure, 
and organization of a multitude of suppliers. Literature 
provides numerous definitions for the term supply chain, 
which is used equivalently to SCN. The referred definitions 
are an extract that are considered relevant for this paper, as 
they provide an overview of relevant domains and 
dependencies considered in SCNs. Most references describe 
SCN as activities regarding the up- and downstream of 
physical flow of material, capital, and information to fulfill 
the requirements of the ultimate costumer [16-18]. Hofbauer 
and Wenninger [19] emphasize the purpose of SCs as a 
network of interdependences between the different 
manufacturing and distribution stages to add a value to the 
ultimate customer. The dynamics of a SC arises due to the 
use of various interlinked suppliers [20]. These 
characteristics lead to the following definition for the paper 
at hand: The SCN is a dynamic network of manufacturing 
and distribution stages, connected by the up- and 
downstream of material, capital, and information with the 
finale goal to achieve a value-add for the ultimate customer. 
1.3. Literature review on approaches for the matching 
This paper uses the literature review of Gan and Grunow 
[21] on concurrent product and SC design and the  framework 
on design attribute-tradeoffs as initial source for approaches 
that focus on the matching of SCN design to a PA. Moreover, 
the literature review covers approaches from a search in 
international journals that are related to product development 
and SC management. The inclusion of approaches in the 
review at hand depends on the presence of a matching 
between the SCN and the PA using structural information. 
This limits the number of approaches that are considered 
relevant. These approaches are presented in the following. 
Nepal et al. [1] developed a multi-objective mathematical 
model to compare the different PA scenarios and to determine 
the optimal SC configuration for a chosen PA strategy. The 
model is realized by a weighted-goal programming approach 
which is solved by a genetic algorithm. In addition, Nepal et 
al. [1] suggest a fuzzy logic based algorithm to compute a 
compatibility index to match the adequate suppliers to the 
given PA design. This index consists of three key factors, 
which are divided into twelve different sub-factors to increase 
the precision of the computation. To prove the usability, two 
use cases were applied by the developed model. The results 
indicate that for a PA with high numbers of modules it is 
necessary that the contained suppliers must have a higher 
compatibility index. Another finding is that a modular PA is 
more flexible than its integral alternative based on the higher 
number of nodes in the SC. Though, an approach considering 
every PA alternatives is not accomplished, as only either an 
integral or a modular PA is evaluated without considering any 
alternatives in-between those extreme architectural solutions. 
To compare the impact of different modularity-levels on 
the SC performance, Chiu and Okudan [9] evaluate different 
levels of product modularity of a bicycle. This paper presents 
different PAs generated by changing the number of specified 
modules and their suppliers with the objective to minimize the 
total cost of the SC and to minimize the lead time. Chiu and 
Okudan [9] discover that a certain PA can be optimized in an 
early stage of the product design by re-modularizing the 
current PA. This results in a better knowledge of the total cost 
of transportation, lead time and the manufacturing processes 
dependent on the type of modularity and number of modules 
chosen. For the analysis of the different SC alternatives Chiu 
and Okudan [9] take every potential combination into 
account, although specific characteristics such as a missing 
ability to manufacture an entire module or prohibited 
combinations of specific suppliers reduce the range of 
solutions. They also suppose that information about lead-time 
and costs of SC are well known despite the fact that the 
analysis takes place in early phases of the development. As 
this approach derives a SCN based on a re-modularized but 
given PA, the solution space for SCN alternatives is reduced 
significantly. SCN alternatives matching other PA alternatives 
other than the given PA are not considered, although they may 
provide a superior SCN performance. 
A different view is given by Ülku and Schmidt [6] who 
describe that modularization decreases the individual product 
performance and, therefore, the degree of modularization 
should be chosen wisely. Three development alternatives 
were examined to deliver the ideal degree of modularity 
performance as a function of market size, supplier capabilities 
and characteristics. The results of the paper illustrates that 
modular PA improve efficiency of a firms’ development by 
decreasing the interactions within product development teams. 
Ülku and Schmidt [6] confirm the assumption that the 
modularity degree of the PA depends on the supplier’s 
capabilities and the duration of their relationship. However, 
Ülku and Schmidt [6] do not provide a model for matching of 
SCN design and the PA, as they focus on the analysis. 
In the paper by Fixson [2] the PA is proposed as the 
mechanism to coordinate decisions and interrelationships 
within the three domains product, SC and manufacturing 
processes. A multi-dimensional framework was designed to 
assess the PA in terms of its containing interfaces, 
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components and functions. Thereby, it is possible to compare 
the different PAs by using a set of characteristics such as: 
demand and intensity for interfaces (1); dimension of 
interface standardization (2); components needed to 
implement a certain function (3); and number of functions 
featured by a component (4). With the assistance of the 
developed framework critical design decisions regarding the 
PA can be confirmed and therefore the framework supports 
the improvement of the firm’s strategy planning capability. 
The framework is a theoretical model which helps to evaluate 
the given PA towards the three given characteristics. 
Nonetheless, it misses to give specified recommendations for 
a better configuration of the PA. Therefore, the paper supports 
an understanding of the inner-relations without providing an 
explicit guidance for a matching between the SCN and the 
other given characteristics. 
Another approach is provided by ElMaraghy and 
Mahmoudi [22] with a decision support model that captures 
the SC and product design architecture. Thereby, the approach 
considers the product design configuration problem (including 
PA alternatives) as well as the SCN design configuration 
problem (including different suppliers, distribution centers 
and manufacturers) using mixed-integer linear programming 
[21]. Based on predetermined PA alternatives, the approach 
calculates the total costs for alternative SCN configurations as 
predominant decision criteria. Therewith, an optimal 
matching between SCN and PA is not focused by this 
approach, which lacks an investigation of the entire solution 
space in terms of SCN and PA alternatives as more integral 
architectures for the SCN and the PA are not considered 
explicitly. Moreover, the approach is not emphasizing the 
architectural attributes of SCNs and PAs presented by Gan 
and Grunow [21] that are considered relevant for a matching 
using structural information. 
Abdelkafi et al. [8] developed a framework to explain how 
SC variables are related to those of product development and 
how firms align SC management to product development to 
achieve a higher SC performance. Three main product 
development characteristics were defined: modularity, 
product variety and innovativeness and two main aspects of 
the SC: configuration and complexity coordination. These 
aspects influence each other in different ways. Abdelkafi et al. 
[8] validate the integrity of their assumptions by the use of 
five case studies. The analysis of the cases made it obvious 
that the target of a reduced SC complexity depends on the 
corresponding perspective. Ultimate costumers can decrease 
their SC complexity by using first-tier suppliers as system-
suppliers. Thus, the first-tier supplier is confronted with a 
complex network of suppliers. Another finding is that a higher 
level of modularity leads to higher variety and innovativeness. 
As a change of the PA’ structure is not considered, the SC has 
to adapt to the given circumstances that leads to a possible 
over- or under-engineering of the SC. Consequently, 
Abdelkafi et al. [8] underrate the possibilities by changing the 
PA and the SC simultaneously.  
Based on these six approaches for matching SCNs with a 
PA (1.3), the major objective of the paper at hand is to 
provide a procedure to support this matching process. 
Thereby, the procedure should consider the solution space of 
different SCN alternatives as well as PA alternatives to allow 
the identification of numerous equivalent matching PA and 
SCN constellations. As Min & Zhou [11] emphasize the 
relevance of structural information, the matching process is 
based on a structural comparison of the SCN- and PA 
alternatives. 
2. Research Methodology 
This paper presents a procedure to match the SCN design 
with the PA by exploring the solution space of PA alternatives 
as well as SCN alternatives. Thereby, an initial literature 
review based on the work of Gan and Grunow [21] on 
concurrent product and SC design. Besides, established 
approaches for a matching of the SCN and the PA are 
conducted from several commonly used academic scholar 
databases using a variation of keywords like product 
architecture, supply chain design, product development and 
modularity. Thereby, the review literature covers international 
journals that are related to product development and SC 
management. The inclusion of approaches for the review in 
section 1.3 depended on the presence of a matching between 
the SCN and the PA using structural information. With a 
content analysis of the derived publications, section 1.3 
provides an overview of essential approaches, which are the 
basis for the development of the procedure (3.2) as key 
contribution of this paper. The procedure contains several 
steps and includes numerous domains as well as their 
dependencies. The structural information of domains and 
dependencies are documented in a Multiple-Domain-Matrix 
(MDM), which is applied in the field of systems engineering 
to support the handling of complex systems [23]. As a result, 
the MDM represents a comprehensive system model (3.1) for 
the matching of the SCN design with a PA in order to 
maintain transparency over the various inherent dependencies 
of this system. In order to evaluate the internal validity and 
operability of the presented procedure, section 4 provides an 
academic case study. The case study features a system with 
few elements to accent the comprehension of the solution 
space exploration of SCN and PA alternatives and their 
structural matching in favor for a system that is as close as 
possible to an industrial appliance. 
3. Match the SCN design with the PA 
The procedure to match the SCN design with the PA in 
terms of their structure requires a system model to define the 
relevant domains and dependencies of the corresponding 
system. This model is provided by section 3.1, while the 
procedure and its activities are described in section 3.2. 
3.1. System model for the matching 
The matching of SCN design and PA focuses on four 
domains and their dependencies. Within the system model the 
product is described according to the definition of Ulrich [15] 
by its PA that features the functions of the product as well as 
the physical building blocks, referred as components (Co). As 
a result, components (Co) are linked through a functional 
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dependency upon them [14]. Following the concept of 
modularization, another domain that is related to the product 
is the domain module (Mo). Modules represent clusters within 
a mapping of the components (Co) to each other. According 
to Marti [24], this mapping should focus on functional 
dependencies between components. In order to describe 
SCNs, the system model features two relevant domains; 
suppliers (Su) and system suppliers (Sy). In general, suppliers 
are assigned to the delivery of certain components. This 
dependency “supplier delivers component” links the PA with 
the SCN. As manufacturing firms may have more than one 
supplier capable to deliver a certain component within their 
supplier base, the assignment of components is not necessarily 
a one-to-one connection. As a result, the dependency 
“supplier delivers component” refers to potential suppliers. 
The other domain to describe the SCN is the system supplier, 
which illustrates clusters within a mapping of the suppliers to 
each other in terms of the flow of information, capital and 
material. These dependencies are in accordance with the 
definition of SCN (1.2). Fig. 1 summarizes the domains and 
dependencies that are required to describe the system for 
matching SCN design with PA. The information illustrated in 
the MDM (Fig. 1) is required to perform the procedure (3.2).  
Fig. 1: System model (MDM) 
3.2. Procedure for the matching 
Based on the system model, this paper proposes a four-step 
procedure for matching the SCN design with a PA (Fig. 2). 
These four tasks include; information acquisition for the 
system model (A), creation of potential PA alternatives (B.1) , 
creation of potential SCN alternatives (B.2), comparison of 
the solution space of SCN and PA alternatives (C), and 
selection of matching alternatives (D). These steps are aligned 
with the established approaches presented in section 1.3. 
Fig. 2: Procedure to match SCN design with PA 
The first step (A) for the matching of the SCN design with 
the PA focuses on the acquisition of relevant information and 
their documentation in the system model. Thereby, the MDM 
includes four domains defined as presented in Fig. 1. The 
information acquisition covers the deduction of elements 
within the domains and their dependencies; component to 
component and supplier to component. The latter dependency 
illustrates potential suppliers for certain components. 
This step (B.1) features the creation of PA alternatives that 
requires the link between components in terms of the product 
functions. Based on this representation, different alternatives 
are derived with respect to the functional dependency between 
the components using a combinatorics algorithm. Thereby all 
possible PA alternatives are conducted in terms of the 
different possible module scenarios. Thereby, the number of 
components (n) and the size of the modules (k) are the 
predominant factors for the scenario synthesis. The number of 
scenarios (x) is calculated using the formula of combinations 
where the order does not matter [25]. This ensures an 
exploration of the entire solution space for PA alternatives. 
x = n! / ((n – k)! • k!)  
 
Thereby, components are assigned to modules according to 
the different PA alternative. This represents the matrix of the 
mapping between components and modules (“Co is assigned 
to Mo”). The different PA alternatives are summarized 
according to the size of modules. Moreover, the PA 
alternatives can be illustrated in a hierarchical representation 
with the product at its top, which is composed of modules that 
contain components. 
Another step (B.2) is the creation of SCN alternatives. 
Thereby, different alternatives of the SCN design are derived 
using the information of the supplier base that is represented 
through the dependency between potential suppliers (Su) and 
components (Co). Based on these different delivery scenarios, 
the components are derived according to their assigned 
suppliers. Suppliers that batch the delivery of other suppliers 
are considered as system suppliers (Sy). The information on 
the delivery of suppliers to system suppliers is documented 
within the matrix that maps suppliers to system suppliers. The 
deduction of the SCN alternatives uses a similar algorithm as 
the creation of PA alternatives as presented in B.1. These 
alternatives can be displayed in a hierarchical form with the 
manufacturing firm at its top, which is supplied by system 
suppliers that batch the delivery of suppliers. In order to allow 
a comparison between the PA and SCN alternatives the latter 
are transformed into a PA representation. This transformation 
is required as a comparison between two structures that do not 
share the same domains is crucial. Thereby, the hierarchical 
representation and the assignment of components to suppliers 
allow the deduction of dependencies between modules and 
components based on the SCN alternative. This representation 
of the transformed SCN alternative shares the same domains 
as the PA alternatives allowing a comparison (see step C). 
   The comparison (step C) between the PA alternatives and 
the SCN alternatives derives differences between the matrix 
of function-based mapping of components (PA-alternative) 
and the matrix of the supplier-based mapping of components 
(SCN-alternatives). The resulting deviation between the 
matrices defines their conformity, which can be defined as the 
ratio between matching relations to the total number of 
possible relations; higher index illustrates a better matching. 
The comparison between these SCN and PA alternatives leads 
to numerous possible pairs. The number of comparisons can 
be calculated by the number of SCN alternatives times the 
number of PA alternatives. 
A
Information
acquisition
B.1
Creation of PA
alternatives
B.2
Creation of SCN
alternatives
C
Comparison of
solution space
D
Selection of
alternative
Component
System Supplier
Supplier
Module
Co
Mo
Su
Sy
link
deliver
Co Mo Su Sy
PA
SCN
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 The last step (D) features the decision for one pair of SCN 
alternative and PA alternative. Thereby, the ideal pairs – pairs 
with the highest conformity index (CI) – are presented to 
decision makers. Within this step, the matching alternatives 
can be introduced to commonly used optimization tools for 
SCNs, (presented by Beamon [16]) allowing a further 
investigation of SCNs as part of the decision making process. 
 4. Academic case study 
This section illustrates the application of the procedure to 
an academic case study for the purpose of its evaluation in 
terms of the internal validity and operability. The 
corresponding system features three functions (Fu.1 – Fu.3) 
that link the four components (Co.1 – Co.4) as well as four 
potential suppliers (Su.1 – Su.4). This information is acquired 
and documented in the system model (step A). The 
information for the creation of PA alternatives is provided by 
the functional dependency between components (Fig. 3 left), 
while the creation of SCN alternatives require the information 
of potential suppliers for components (Fig. 3 right). 
Components are linked through certain functions; e.g. Co.1 
and Co.2 are linked through Fu.1. Within the dependency 
between components and potential suppliers the predominant 
assignment is a one-to-one link, except Co.1 which can be 
delivered by either Su.1 or Su.2. 
Fig. 3: Relevant information of the system model 
Based on the functional dependencies between 
components, the next step (B.1) focuses on the creation of PA 
alternatives. These alternatives are derived using the formula 
for the calculation of combinations. Table 1 summarizes the 
number of alternatives based on the size of the modules that 
illustrate the number of components included in the module. 
Table 1: Number of PA alternatives 
 
The minimum module size (one) describes the alternative 
that each component is a module. There is only one 
alternative that includes this restriction, which corresponds 
with an integral PA. The maximum module size (four) 
describes an alternative that combines all components to a 
module. There is only one alternative with this constellation. 
For the module size of three, the PA provides four alternatives 
that are calculated as shown in the following formula, where k 
is the size of the module and n is the number of components. 
 
x = n! / ((n – k)! • k!) =  4! / ((4 – 3)! • 3!) = 4 
There are nine PA alternatives with the module size two. 
Thereby, six alternatives are result from the combination of 
two components (module size two) out of four. As this 
combination is not considering the remaining components out 
of the four, the other alternatives are derived by combinations 
of them. Either two of the remaining components are taken 
into account, as one module (one alternative) or each 
component represents a module on its own (two alternatives). 
Furthermore, the second step (B.2) features the creation of 
SCN alternatives. Thereby, the different alternatives are 
derived based on the information on potential suppliers for 
components (Fig. 3 right). Using the same combination 
formula as applied for the creation of the PA alternatives, 51 
alternatives for the SCN are derived. These alternatives are 
assigned into two scenarios that have their origin in the two 
potential suppliers for Co.1. Table 2 summarizes the SCN 
alternatives for the two scenarios A and B with the two 
predominant factors number of system suppliers required for 
the product and the overall number of suppliers. Thereby, the 
number of alternatives for the scenario B that Co.1 is 
delivered by Su.1 is displayed in brackets at Table 2. 
Table 2: Number of SCN alternatives 
 
The number of alternatives is derived by the formula for 
combinations (3.2). For instance, there are four alternatives 
for scenario A that Co.1 is delivered by Su.2. These four 
alternatives result from the fact that each of the suppliers can 
be system supplier. For scenario B, the number of alternatives 
is lower as Su.2 is not delivering any components. This leaves 
three suppliers in the SCN. Therefrom, there is no alternative 
for scenario B featuring four system suppliers instead of one 
alternative for scenario A. Lastly, SCN alternatives are 
transformed into dependencies between components (see 3.2). 
Based on the SCN- (51) and PA alternatives (15), the next 
step (C) features a comparison. Fig. 4 illustrates a comparison 
of a PA-SCN pair. Thereby, the matrix-based representations 
of the PA alternative (Fig. 4 left) and the transformed SCN 
alternative (Fig. 4 right) are compared according to the 
relations between components and modules. The marked cells 
show relations that do not match between this PA-SCN pair. 
Fig. 4: PA-SCN pair comparison 
Therewith, the quality of the matching is indicated by the 
CI that divides the number of matching relations (23) by the 
overall number of relations (26). This leads to CI of 88,4 %. 
The other PA-SCN pairs are compared according to this 
procedure, which gives a total number of 765 (15 • 51) pairs. 
In order to reduce this number Lindemann [26] proposes a 
class-wise comparison, which leads to 296 remaining pairs for 
this case study. These classes just compare the PA and SCN 
Size of the module 1 Co 2 Co 3 Co 4 Co 
Number of alternatives 1 9 4 1 
Number of system suppliers 1 Sy 2 Sy 3 Sy 4 Sy 
Number of alternatives 4 (3) 24 (6) 12 (1) 1 (0) 
PA Co.1 Co.2 Co.3 Co.4 Mo.1 Mo.2 SCN Co.1 Co.2 Co.3 Co.4 Mo.1 Mo.2
Co.1 x 1 1 1 Co.1 x 1 1
Co.2 1 x 1 Co.2 1 x 1
Co.3 1 x 1 1 Co.3 x 1
Co.4 1 x 1 Co.4 1 x 1
Co.1
Co.3
Co.2
Fu.3
Fu.2
Fu.1
Co.4
Co.1 Co.3Co.2 Co.4
potential Su for the delivery of Co
Su2 Su1 Su3 Su4
product information supplier information
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alternatives (converted) that share the same module size, as 
those promise a high structural match. There are seven pairs 
for one module, 210 for two modules, 78 for three modules 
and one for four modules. In order to compare the level of 
matching between the 296 pairs, the CI is calculated (Fig. 5). 
Thereby, three pairs have a conformity index of more than 
90%. Those three pairs contain either modules that contain 
two components (2) or modules that contain one component 
(1). The latter refers to an integral architecture (90%), while 
the other two alternatives have a modular architecture (92%). 
Fig. 5: CI distribution of the class-wise comparison of the 296 pairs 
 
The last step (D) focuses on the decision on the SCN 
design that matches the PA alternatives best. The modular 
architectures provide the highest CI, so that they are the 
preferable choice. To distinguish these solutions, other criteria 
like competences of suppliers need to be considered for a 
decision, as the solutions are similar on a structural level. 
5. Conclusion and outlook 
This paper provides a procedure to match the SCN design 
with the PA creating the entire solution space of PA and SCN 
alternatives. The procedure uses structural information instead 
of operational information on the PA and SCN. For this 
reason, it is applicable in early stages of the product 
development due to the availability of information [14]. As 
this procedure aspire an analysis of the entire solution space, 
the number of PA-SCN pairs is comparable high for a less 
complex system. Exploring the entire solution space 
numerous solutions (765) are derived that have a low quality 
(99,6 %); referring to solutions with a CI lower than 90%. 
However, there are three solutions with a high quality CI and 
those refer to different structures in terms of the PA and SCN. 
In order to apply this procedure in an industrial appliance, 
premises have to be considered in order to limit the solution 
space. The result of those premises like class-wise comparison 
of the PA-SCN pairs suggested by Lindemann [26] already 
proves its effect by reducing the number of comparisons by 
60% without affecting any solutions of a high quality in terms 
of the CI. Further premises (e.g. sourcing strategies, product 
design standards …) promise an equal effect on the solution 
space as well as pre-assessing the PA- and SCN alternatives 
with structural properties. As a result, manufacturing firms 
can choose between different PA including a best matching 
SCN. These solutions are the basis for further investigation 
within the domains of the PA and the SCN, as the purpose of 
the procedure is not to replace existing approaches but to add 
an exploration of the solution space. A first step of future 
research is the application of the procedure to more complex 
system. Therefore, the procedure requires a computer aided 
creation of alternatives to cope with the numerous solutions. 
Additionally, further indicators for the quality of the matching 
between PA-SCN pairs might be considered in the CI. 
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